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Email has become an integral part of most of our lives. For many of us, it may be the most
common way we communicate with others. Long gone are the days when email was simple text
transactions between two users looking at black and white terminals. Today's users expect
crisp fonts, colors, inline images, background patterns, HTML and other browser specific
formatting as well as the ability to attach moderately sized files to their messages. The evolution
of email technology that allows all of these new features has greatly enhanced the experience of
email users, but has brought along with it some very common and serious security concerns.
Email has historically been the most common method for attackers to get malicious code to
unsuspecting users, and while many new and creative tactics are being employed, this method
is still frequently use to propagate malicious code. Phishing : A fraudulent attempt to elicit
personal information by misrepresenting a reputable agency, or any other suspicious email
which requests personal or security information from a user. Please forward it to phishing
fioptics. Cincinnati Bell will never ask for personal information via email and strongly
recommends that our users do not relay such information to any company via any insecure
methods. SPAM : Junk email, such as unwanted advertisements, unreadable emails, or things
sent to a user in error. For webmail users receiving a spam email in your inbox please click the
"SPAM" button to report it as spam. If you are using a third party email client such as Microsoft
Outlook or Outlook Express and you receive an email that is spam please forward that particular
email to spamreport fuse. Despite the exhaustive efforts that Cincinnati Bell employs to limit
spam, there will likely be occasions where every user will receive some sort of Spam message
or Phishing email a fraudulent attempt to elicit personal information by misrepresenting a
reputable agency. Often users unfamiliar with these threats are not sure how to handle these
communications. Please reference the list at the bottom of this document for valid addresses to
report such emails. Most importantly, never respond to such an email. No good will ever come
of validating your existence or a successful delivery of unsolicited emails. Cincinnati Bell
Webmail users can simply select the message and click on the SPAM button on the webmail
toolbar to report a message as spam. Throughout the evolution of email and all the resulting
additional features, it is likely that the most prominent would be the ability to "attach" files to
email messages. While these changes certainly make the transport of such files simpler and
email more useful, they also introduce some technical and security concerns. Email was not
designed with these large attachments in mind and actually handles them quite inefficiently. In
addition to the inefficiencies of transmitting files this way, it is a huge security risk for users to
allow files of unknown origins onto their PC. As many email applications continue to allow more
and more "web functionality" directly within the email program, more options are available to
attackers. Users should be very cautious when opening email attachments, even from trusted
sources. In best practice, email users should only download or open attachments from a
recipient that they know and trust, as well as confirming they know what the attachment is
before opening it. Opening any unknown email attachment even from a trusted sender can
immediately infect your PC with malicious code. Some infected machines will further utilize
their host's mail application to spread the infection by emailing individuals in that machines
address book. Cincinnati Bell's feature-rich webmail provides its users additional security from
storing possibly infectious code on their PCs. Our email network spam filtration will keep the
majority of spam and malicious emails from ever reaching the inbox. Any suspicious email that
may reach the mailbox can be deleted on our servers before it ever reaches your PC's hard
drive. Some email messages contain images and web content directly in the body of the email.
By default, Cincinnati Bell Webmail will not load these external pages. This content, if loaded,
can validate the existence of an email address to an attacker. A common technique used by
spammers is to send out messages blindly to "guessed" email addresses which are generated
from "dictionary" lists or purchased from old spam lists. Once a spammer confirms that an
address is valid, it gets moved to an even higher value list in the spam community and will be
targeted for even more spam. Many recent internet attacks have been based on browser or web
code exploits. Once attackers find these exploits, they can quickly spread across the internet
and will often take users completely by surprise by loading pages inside innocent looking
emails. Disallowing the auto loading of external content within email messages provides an
additional layer of protection to users. Many spam or other malicious messages contain links to
websites or even executable files. If you get an email from someone you don't know or a
company or organization that you did not subscribe to content from, do not click on links within
the body of the message. In the best case scenario, these links may load to a site and drive up
advertising revenue for a site that could use this income to propagate even more malicious
behavior. In an even worse scenario the site this link leads you to may contain code that can
compromise your PC. It is never a good idea to run an executable file sent via email. Most
respectable vendors will send software with a proper installer for your operating system that is

digitally signed for that company. Any time a user elects to run an executable file, that
application has access to the PC and could be executing malicious code or installing other code
that may run silently in the background. The guidelines described in this law are minimum
guidelines for individuals who wish to send advertisements or any other customer
communications. Businesses or civic organizations wishing to conduct business via email are
strongly encouraged to maintain their businesses online reputation by adhering to even higher
standards by utilizing effective software that requires their recipients to "double opt-in" to their
email lists and providing timely responses to unsubscribe requests. There are many companies
that provide these types of services to businesses and organizations at low cost, as well as
providing access to software or online tools to manage these activities. To protect email service
for all of its users and to maintain a reputation as a responsible ISP within the internet
community, Cincinnati Bell will enforce all aspects of its Acceptable Use Policy. Interacting with
businesses via email can be very convenient and provide timely updates about products that
you are specifically interested in. Be sure to thoroughly evaluate a company's privacy policy
before providing them with your email address. Additionally you want to ensure that information
will only be used by that company for communications that you elect to receive. Less than
reputable companies may sell your information to other vendors or attempt to send you
communications you do not wish to receive. If you are interacting with a company that you no
longer wish to receive communications from, be sure to utilize their unsubscribe option. Simply
marking message that you no longer wish to receive as spam can harm a companies online
reputation and cause problems for other customer who are interested in their communications
Note: Do not attempt to unsubscribe from email communications that you did not sign up for.
This can validate that your address is valid and cause you to be targeted for more spam.
Important Email Security Tips: Never respond to an email asking for personal or financial
information such as your email address, password, Social Security Number, etc. Cincinnati Bell,
PayPal, and your bank are examples of companies that would never ask for personal
information in an email. Don't open an email or attachment from someone you do not know or
trust. Never click on a link or executable file within an email from a company or organization
that you do not trust. Do report 'suspicious' email by forwarding it to phishing fioptics.
Reporting Suspicious Email Communications. Response to Spam or Phishing Emails. Mailing
Lists and Electronic Advertisements. Close AccuWeather. Tiger Woods is out of surgery
following Tuesday's serious car accident in which he sustained multiple leg injuries. The golf
legend is "awake, responsive, and recovering in his hospital room," according to a statement
posted to his Twitter account. It describes "a long surgical procedure on his lower right leg
Advice for Conquering Chronic Pain in the Winter. Winter can make pain worse for those who
suffer from chronic medical conditions because joints don't receive enough lubrication and
warmth. These 6 things, courtesy of digital health community The Mighty, may help to ease your
pain. Hot showers and baths, Hot water can be extremely therapeutic depending on your
condition. Gentle exercise, Slow walking, stretching and light weight lifting will keep your
muscles healthy if you are able to do so. Caffeine can also help cramps and headaches. Heavy
blankets, These can help to keep your body temperature regulated. A sixth person withdrew his
application to the board. None of them actually live in Texas, the Texas Tribune reports The
stretch of California road where Tiger Woods crashed Tuesday is a steep downhill and is also
known for speedingâ€”so much so that just beyond the accident site is an emergency exit for
runaway vehicles, the AP reports. Amazon is the safest and quickest way to stay stocked up on
all your household needs. Illinois on Monday became the first state to do away with cash bail.
Democratic Gov. JB Pritzker signed a sweeping criminal justice reform bill into law, and said
that piece of the legislation will take the state "from a system of pretrial detention that
prioritizes wealth to one that prioritizes The United Nations says a group of Rohingya refugees
is adrift in a boat in the Andaman Sea without food or water, as their families worry that many
may have already died. The financial details of the deal haven't been made public. A
coronavirus variant detected in California appears dangerous enough to be considered a
"variant of concern" along with the variants that have emerged from Brazil, Britain, and South
Africa, researchers say. Researchers at UC San Francisco warn that like the other variants, the
California one is more infectious than the Get an aerial view of the eastern end of Long Island
on a crisp February day. Drew Barrymore opened up about her troubled teen years in an
interview with Howard Stern on Monday, her 46th birthday. The former child star, who was
legally emancipated at 14, described being placed in a "full psychiatric ward" when she was
Saturday Night Live is getting an earful about a joke on last weekend's show. An analysis by U.
Bobby Shmurda Released From Prison. The rapper was initially sentenced to six to seven years
for conspiracy to possess weapons and possession of a weapon. TMZ shared a video of Bobby
talking to his mother via video call following his release. The outlet also reported that Shmurda

will be under parole supervision until Feb. The golf legend was hospitalized in serious condition
after the rollover crash and his manager says he needed surgery for multiple leg injuries. The
cause of the crash is Alpine resorts in the Haute-Savoie can't offer downhill skiing this winter
because lifts are closed. So, to keep business going, they've turned to a range of other options.
For You. Shopping Amazon. Tiger Woods Is Out of Surgery Tiger Woods is out of surgery
following Tuesday's serious car accident in which he sustained multiple leg injuries. News
Newser. Puppy born with six legs and two tails beats theâ€¦ Puppy born with six legs and two
tails beats the odds to survive News GeoBeats. News Wibbitz. UK vaccine News Wochit
Postables. News AccuWeather. Here's the Latest on Tiger Woods' Accident The stretch of
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here Tiger Woods crashed Tuesday is a steep downhill and is also known for speedingâ€”so
much so that just beyond the accident site is an emergency exit for runaway vehicles, the AP
reports. UN: Boat with Rohingya refugees adrift withoutâ€¦ The United Nations says a group of
Rohingya refugees is adrift in a boat in the Andaman Sea without food or water, as their families
worry that many may have already died News The Associated Press. Plunger-obsessed rescue
beaver destroys woman'sâ€¦ Rescue beaver is obsessed with plungers and destroys bathrooms
News GeoBeats. Researchers Are Very Worried About the Californiaâ€¦ A coronavirus variant
detected in California appears dangerous enough to be considered a "variant of concern" along
with the variants that have emerged from Brazil, Britain, and South Africa, researchers say.
Soaring over Long Island on a sunny winter day Get an aerial view of the eastern end of Long
Island on a crisp February day. News Sports Entertainment. Close AccuWeather.

